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Healthy Worker  
 Physical Medicine Best Practices Stakeholder Workgroup 

Feb 4th, 2022 
 

 

Attendees: Sarah Martin, Morgan Young, Rose Jones, Ryanne Karnes, Susan Reynolds-Sherman, 
Josh Cobbley, Lori Stephens, Tyrees Marcy, Teri Jo Lientz, Lee Caton, Bob Hoctor, Megan 
Milyard, Lynda White, Jill Floberg, David Kirk, Danny Beeman, Dr. Rachael Kaufman.   
 

 

1. HIE Implementation Guide Update  
• Rose provided an update.   
• Members indicated interest in there being a direct entry option for PMPR with the ability to be 

printed off and added to an EMR.   
 
2. Training and Education 

a. Physical Medicine Best Practices Conference on May 6, 2022 from 8 a.m. – 4 p.m. 
i. Egov save the date notice out this week. More announcements about registration and 

details will be sent in March and April.  
ii. Discussed planned topics of conference: 

o Psychologically informed care 
o Therapeutic Alliance 
o Pain Neuroscience 
o Collaborative Care 
o OHSIG WRG/ISC/Credential 
o Best Practice Principles (to include communication) 

• Changed to completely virtual webinar (Zoom) 
• Free/CEUs 
• Will be recorded to see if we can create future education modules from the 

content. 
• Will look to see if breakout rooms can be done in the Zoom webinar format.  
• How can the members help?  

o Assist with advertising thru state organizations.  
o APTA WA Private Practice Group on March 9th.   
o April APTA spring conference Announcement. 
o Students – yes, open to all – advertise to schools 

b. Work Rehabilitation (WR) provider education 
i. Still planning to identify and require specific education for WR providers. 
ii. Platform method to deliver training and track – anticipate it will be a manual process 

initially until agency has a global system.  
iii. Work Rehabilitation Clinician Required Training  

1. Reviewed the 4 categories: Worker’s Compensation Basics, Pain 
Neuroscience, Psychologically Informed Practice, Physical Medicine Best 
Practices. 

a. For Worker’s Comp Basics, suggestions to add: 
i. Therapeutic programs 
ii. Roles 
iii. Process – VR Priorities –  
iv. Phases of therapy in recovery 
v. Why RTW is important 

2. No changes to the current categories.  
3. How many hours would you recommend be required in each category for a 

WR clinician?   
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• 10 hours total 
• 1-2 for WC Basics 
• Pain Neuro 1-3 
• Psychologically informed practice – 2 
• Physical Medicine Best Practices – 3-4 

4. Requested members send Susan your links/lists of available training fitting 
any of these topic areas.    

5. Comments: Consider whether assistants, athletic trainers who are being 
supervised by the OT and PT need different level of education. Same 
requirements or reduced? 

 
 
3. Work Rehabilitation Program 

a. Documentation - Review draft Discharge Summary template 
• Consensus: 

o Use the FCE Summary form content. Only minor edits needed.   
1. Keeps it consistent 
2. Reduce confusion   
3. Clear interpretation   

o Add current work status 
o Add section for Barriers 
o Do not need the initial status 
o Need the job goal grid to provide JOI/alternative goal jobs recommendations, 

Job a, b, c, d  
• APs will need education to use information to inform results.  FCE not necessary after 

completing WR.  
 

b. Adequate Client Time – For ideal outcomes 
• When does the worker need direct clinician time? 

o Initial assessment, safety issues (dizziness/TBI), Post-surgical shoulder 
clients, body mechanics training, introduction of job simulation activity, 
changes/adaptions, exercise instruction, patient motivation/education, 
psychosocial approaches to address injustice, etc., proper 
posture/movement pattern training/adherence, to identify why there is a lack 
of progress, cardiac and vestibular issues, improper form that needs to be 
corrected. 

• Supervised time 
o When they demonstrate safety and independence with circuit, material 

handling and simulation, focus on postural tolerance progressions of the client, 
warm up activities, cardio conditioning. 

• How do you determine the level of services needed (direct versus supervised)? 
Clinician judgement, every client is different even if they have the same diagnosis.   

• Is there a minimum time and maximum time you’d need to spend direct time with your 
client in a day?   

o 2 hour program – at this number of hours, it is implied this is early in the 
program and likely needs more direct time.  Minimum 30 minutes to 1 hour 
noted and 2 hours maximum.   

o 8 hour program – maximum at 3 hours.  At that progression of the program, 
there is an expectation the client is mostly independent in their program.  If 
not, then this type of program not likely be the right one.   

 
c. Bundled activities: No changes to original time given for bundled activities per week.  
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o Original answer: Range of 30 minutes - 2 hours per client per week, with an 
average of 30 -60 minutes per patient. 

 
d. Modified Duty/Progression in Work Rehabilitation  

• Identify situations where a worker may need to stop their modified duty job to 
participate in WR? 

o If worker is not adhering to their work restrictions.  
o If modified job is temporary.  
o If their modified job is at night and not enough time to sleep.  
o Modified light duty job is sedentary but they have a heavy demand job.  

Modified duty does not allow them to progress.   
o Employer won’t allow progressive duties, may not have modified duties that 

allow for progression or don’t have resources to keep changing job duties, 
concern about risk of re-injury.   

o Consider driving to work time as well as modified job time.  
 

• How can we create a WR plan that allows for modified duty?   
o Vocational intervention to identify modified duty. 
o Change from full time modified to part time modified. 
o WR program and modified duty program are consistent with worker’s 

positional tolerance. 

 
Round Table Comments 

• Clinician would make the decision about client ratio. 
• Focus on the RTW/outcome – can WR clinician identify the barriers? Do they have the 

work demands? 
• It is not just a musculoskeletal barrier.  Can we create a comprehensive resource for 

therapists?   
• RTW coach for the client, encouragement/support, feel prepared, confident and safe, 

What about those workers who never had the physical demands to do the job in the 
first place.   

• Practitioner lack of experience – understand we have to create education/resources. 
• On a given day, one patient may get all your attention and others only get a smaller 

amount.   
• Advocates for an educational component with established guidelines moving forward. 

 
 
 

 


